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 ” Reviews User Reviews Average rating: (based on 1 vote) Great plugin. Great product. Reviewed by Brad Rating: 5 May 18, 2018 It is my opinion that Vocal Harmony is the best vocal equalizer plugin ever. If you are an experienced musician, you will know how it works: It is quite similar to the equalizer on your computer, with only one difference: The presets. Vocal Harmony comes with a lot of
presets (5 I think) that allow you to get a quick overview of how the Vocal Harmony EQ will sound on your song. It is really important to know what you are doing before you change any settings, otherwise you can mess up your song. I have used this EQ plugin on many songs and never found any bad preset. Every preset has a good balance between clarity and warmth, and it is not a real hassle to set a
perfect preset to your song. For me the best presets are the classic presets, the male and female vocals presets, and the real vocals preset. All in all, I think Vocal Harmony is a very good plugin, and if you use it you won't regret it. Cons: Sometimes the plugin does not run properly on computers with low-memory. I think the price is a bit high, but it's not that bad. Paul May 16, 2018 Vocal Harmony is
the best vocal equalizer plugin. I have tried many vocal equalizers in the past, and every one of them had their issues. I tried using other vocal equalizers for my own vocal tracks and it didn't sound right. But Vocal Harmony really does work. It has so many presets that it doesn't feel like work. The best thing about it is the real vocals preset. I really like how it does the male and female vocals. It works

really well on my vocal tracks. I have used it on so many tracks, and it never failed me. You can always tell it has been used on the track because the sound is so good. This vocal equalizer plugin is not a "vocal equalizer". It is a vocal processor. I use it on vocal tracks, but it works really well on any track that has vocals. It really takes out the bad high-end that you might 82157476af
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